Planned Depopulation Thru Disease
Dr. Horowitz On Emerging Viruses
Henry Kissinger Connection To Plot
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OLD TOPICS, NEW VIRUSES—
AND HENRY KISSINGER

Why do I start out on a nice Saturday morning on the subject of such as Henry Kissinger? Drugs also works about that because he has about had enough of viruses AND Henry Kissinger. Well, EVERYWHERE you find dirty dealing, YOU FIND HENRY KISSINGER AND HIS CRONIES. YOU FIND LIES UPON LIES AND DEATH Oozing OUT OF YOUR VERY OWN INFECTED SORES GIVEN YOU BY THE LITTLE SATANIC UNJUST CAUSES. YES, INDEED, HENRY KISSINGER WAS THE ONE WHO GAVE ORDERS TO DEVELOP SUCH AS HIV, EBOLA, ETC.

I need to write on this now, again, because there are so many court appearances for Dr. Kissinger in the weeks ahead that I need to leave you with some homework in case we can’t get at the keyboard every day.

EMERGING VIRUSES

Since we have written so much on this topic (but one of the books banned by US&F was the initial offering and was the most important) I ask that you go a different route. We made the terrible blunder of giving Walter Russell full credit for any input into AIDS, THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE, treatment possibilities with LIGHT, frequency, etc., and you know the rest. Therefore, we are taking a different type of focus, for now there are several authors who have jumped into their research books the causes of HIV creation as ordered by Henry Kissinger WITH PROOF OF THE DOCUMENTS—NOW, OF COURSE, PULLED FROM THE SHELVES OF ALL PUBLIC LIBRARIES. BUT, a lot of these documents now missing were, prior to pulling them, photographed and are available. You don’t have to even believe the author’s intent—but it would behoove you to get the information directly if you can do so.

We will only utilize, herein at this time, a Seminar lecture by the author, Leonard G. Horowitz, M.D.D., M.A., M.P.H., and ask you to get your own copy of his most recent book, and Rick Martin will make connections with this man next week. Ah, but can we trust his information? You can TRUST TRUTH! He doesn’t claim to know it all and that is the first measure of a true researcher. He deals with the political connections and, unlike we who thought the world should also knew some treatment programs, he doesn’t deal with treatment as much as with what IS.

Now, I want to start on Dr. Horowitz’s lecture and I ask that you NOT MISS A WORD OF IT. Yes, you WILL have heard it before and from RIGHT HERE, but study it AGAIN, please. This information covers virus mutations and evolution and the siege against you is heating up by its own ability to continue to mutate and annihilate—you the people. Depopulation is fully planned by the Rockefeller-funded programs under way, to depopulate the global societies. In the U.S. alone it is demanded to lower population to no more remaining people than 50%-55% of the current total number of persons. The method? DISEASE. This will be handled initially by introduction into the major population through immunizations. Read on and weep now because if you DON’T do something about this—YOU WILL BE AMONG THE STATISTICS of fallen persons. Every tiny wound will become an invasive site.

So, thanking Dr. Horowitz in advance, we offer a recent lecture given by him on the subject of these diseases and their tampered organisms. This will have to be in segments because Dr. Kissinger can’t sit here without interruptions for too long, or too necessary to transcribe the information.

If we have to stretch it over several editions of the paper, so be it. You can obtain the book Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola, Nature, Accident or Intentional?, Leonard G. Horowitz, Tetrahedron, Inc. Rockport, MA. Copyright Leonard G. Horowitz, 1996, 1997. ISBN: 0-923550-12-7. [Tetrahedron, Inc., 20 Drumlin Rd., Rockport, Massachusetts 01966. 1-800-356-9256, Fax: 508-546-9226, e-mail: tetrahedron@webtv.net, URL: web site: http://www.tetrahedron.org.] The retail price is $29.95 plus shipping & handling; there is a 2% discount for e-mail orders. (Editor’s note: Dr. Horowitz was the featured guest on Art Bell’s late-night radio talk-show program for the evening of Friday 1/22/96. His comments and spoken Truth were among the most shocking and scary 1 1/2 hours ever heard on radio. Call 1-800-917-4278 to order an audio tape set of that remarkable program. And, by the way, this is one of those weeks when we really needed two Front Pages, as this subject continues last week’s Front Page topic—again!) [QUOTING, PART 1; TRANSCRIPTION OF A LECTURE, DEC. 1996.]

Host: Welcome to the Fantasy Club where we study and research Bible Prophecy. Our topic tonight is: "Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola”.

We know that Revelation talks about a time when a fourth of the world’s population will be killed by plagues, by beasts, by famine—so we know that plagues is a big part of it. We don’t know, however, exactly, it all fits together but we do see, for the first time, in all of mankind’s existence that now there exists the possibility to eliminate the human race by viruses, AIDS and Ebola.

Now listeners, Jesus spoke and said that "unless he returned, no flesh would be saved”. So we truly know that we are getting very close to the end.

Our speaker tonight is well qualified to speak on the subject. He is the investigator that exposed, researched and brought public the "Dental AIDS Tragedy", the dentist that was infecting his patients with AIDS. As a result of this, existing that truth, God has now called him to expose other truths. He has since written 80 articles, 10 books, most recent of which is Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola. Will you help me welcome—

LEONARD HOROWITZ

Horowitz: Thank you very much. Good evening and how are you doing tonight? Good. I hope you will be doing this well when we are done tonight. Unfortunatley, this is a very solemn and very disturbing presentation that I have to give you here, but I want to tell you that the context of tonight, if you hold it in the context in which Revelation is written, you will find it talks very clearly about how the Lord is setting up the powers that be to really finally fall. Despite them, the horror and the very unfortunate facts that I will be sharing with you tonight, please hold this in a greater context and know that we as human beings are created as magnificent beings composed of body, mind, emotions, imaginations, intuition and will, hopefully, as connected to God’s will, and that through the balance of who we are and our love for God and our Spiritual devotion and through God’s Grace, we will find we are empowered to develop even our immune systems despite the horrors I will be sharing with you tonight. The take-home message is to be aware. I am going to offer you tonight a flashlight that will help you and your families in guiding you through the darkness that will befall pretty much all of us, pretty soon. The writing is on the wall. In general, however, please feel that this is not a horrible thing to which we would necessarily look at so dreadfully that we miss the opportunity presented. When we turn all crises into opportunities, such as seeing a glass as half full rather than half empty, we will find you truly want for us. I believe this to be so.

I first want you to know how I began investigating the origin of the AIDS and Ebola viruses. I spent the last three years, full time, doing that research. I began from that case in Florida—perhaps you remember the dentist in Florida who infected his patients with the AIDS virus, and you remember what a terrible mystery that was? Well, the government covered up the evidence and that is why it was a mystery. There is no mystery when you put all the pieces of the puzzle together.

At the time in 1989-90 when that case broke I was the Chief Professional Adviser for the world’s largest Dental-Medical catalog supply company. At the time you will remember how afraid everyone was of going to their dentist and probably many of you still hold that fear. Well, I was assigned to develop Patient educational literature for the purpose of allaying people’s fear of
going into dental and medical offices. I began, like you
would probably begin, on an assignment like that.
Having had a Masters in Public Health degree from
Harvard in Behavioral Science and a Dental degree (I
practiced dentistry for 16 years), and another Masters
degree in Health Educatece and Health Education De-
velopment, I began doing a lot of research. I had,
in other words, the education allowing me to know
how to go into libraries and dig up such as the Centers
for Disease Control special and official investigative
reports. I found that things were even more
bewildering after looking at the Harvard medical
library and just for the sake of my own satisfaction for
curiosity I began to pull out the World Health Organiza-
tion Chronicles because this was actually being called The
World Health Organization Theory. So I went back,
thinking 1970 being 1970, go back five years and forward
five years from there and so between 1965 and 1975 was
my study period.
I pulled the World Health Organization Chronicles
and began to read then and I learned some very inter-
esting things, that you would think, that somebody
with a Masters in Public Health from Harvard, having
professional school training, involved in Dental public
health, that I would have already learned about the
World Health Organization. Well no, I hadn't learned
much of anything about it. But what I learned from
reading these Chronicles is that this was actually pretty
much the "Godfather" to the Pharmaceutical industry.
In essence, the early pharmaceutical companies
needed to use new drugs, including reagents and all of the
standards required, being set by the World Health
Organization and that they would even determine as to which drugs would remain legal or would be illegal. I also learned that
during the 1960s they were developing what was called
the Viral Research Network.
By 1970 they proudly published that they had "iso-
lated well over 70,000 viruses", and came to find out
that this was actually viral recombinants (GENETIC
MUTANTS). They referred to them as Hybrids. They were
genetic recombinants. By 1970 they had distributed these
to the world, to the whole world through the World
Health Organization. I also learned that they had used four
principle agencies to distribute these and the two major
distributors of the viruses were the Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta and the National Cancer Institute in
Bethesda.

[end of quoting part 1]

We need to take a break here and make this more
easily used in layout format, we will simply begin later
as Part 2. Thank you. Please, don't go away for THIS
IS YOUR LIFE, WORL! Salu.
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[QUOTING, PART 2; TRANSCRIPTION OF A LECTURE, DEC. 1996]

I don't know how many of you have read the book
THE BAND PLAYED ON by Randy Shilts, or watched
the HBO channel Special based on the book, wherein
Dr. Robert Gallo is played by Alan Alda. You might
recall that Dr. Gallo got involved in what's called the
French-American AIDS Alliance. Dr. Gallo is the guy
who allegedly discovered the AIDS virus in 1984 and,
come to find out, he actually cloned Luig Montagnier's
virus and then took credit for the discovery. France
then began a suit against the United States and that
suit only ended about a year-and-a-half ago. About
a year ago then, President Clinton pardoned Dr. Gallo
on charges of scientific fraud and misconduct.

Now since when does a President of the United
States ever pardon a scientist? This is just a little
bit odd, isn't it? Anyway, Dr. Gallo is notorious. He
is hated by some, he is loved by some, but when I
learned that the National Cancer Institute is one of the
principal viral distributors for the World Health
Organization it occurred to me that the world's most preemi-

nent virologist, Dr. Robert Gallo, who hails from
the National Cancer Institute, might very well be the
subject for an inquiry. So, again I did what you would
probably do: I went into Harvard's Countway Medical
Library, I pulled index Medicus, I pulled forty-some-
odd papers that had been listed in Index Medicus that
Dr. Gallo had published between 1967 and 1974, and I
learned that in a row of other papers, coming out of
looking pale from having read every paper at least three
times and, in essence, came out with six pages of notes,
study titles, year, study conclusions and the possible
relationship of HIV synthesis. Now, of course, most
departmental and major research laboratories
I don't claim to be a viral expert. However, we get the basic
knowledge and all it really took was a lot of cross
referencing in medical texts to be able to figure out the
classes. This program was a largely funded and highly
private secret program by the St. Louis' Cancer Center.
Dr. Robert Gallo was intimately involved, along with Lilton
Biotecea Research Laboratories. Most of you have
heard of Lilton Industries and they are well known as
a major military weapon contractors. They had a subsid-
iary called Lilton Biotecea Research Labs. I noticed
that 20 to 30% of what Dr. Gallo published was pub-
lished with co-authors from Lilton Biotecea Research
Labs.

I didn't know about the military connections of
Lilton Biotecea but here you have, for example, a
paper that comes out of NATURE in 1970 and you see
the name Dr. Robert Gallo and you see Robert Ting and
Stringer Yang (com Biotecea Biotecea labs). You can
see the reference in the paper was RNA-dependent
DNA-polymerase associated with human acute
leukemia cells.

Anyone who knows anything about the AIDS virus
knows there is a very bizarre enzyme called reverse
transcriptase. The reverse transcriptase enzyme liter-
ally demands life operates in reverse.

Typically, Gallo created all of us with an incredible
blueprint of life called DNA which all of our cells use
to make us who we are, etc., and, typically. In health
and life and the way God planned it was that the
cellular DNA is read to produce RNA, messenger RNA and
transfer RNA which interacts with the cells' ribosomes
which is the protein manufacturing mechanism of the
cell which causes the production of new cell proteins,
cell structures, so that all new healthy cells get created
and that is what causes life.

With the AIDS virus this is thing called reverse
transcriptase which is also present in the leukemia
virus (HTLV I). This enzyme carries for the production
of DNA from RNA. It literally goes to the ribosome and
tells the ribosome to produce from this strand of RNA
that the DNA is going to produce a strand of DNA called
a provirus. There is another unique substance called an endonuclease in the virus that has something like scissors and cuts open the
DNA, the host's DNA, and allows this new DNA strand to
be inserted so that now when God's creation the normal
healthy cell, reads this new genetic blueprint for life, it produces MORE VIRUSES than normal healthy cells. So that is the unique enzyme that Dr.
Robert Gallo was studying in 1974. The problem is
this: this is fourteen years before this man allegedly
discovered the AIDS virus. This is nine years before
this man allegedly discovered the first leukemia virus,
HTLV-1. So, when I had the great fortune of being
the first investigator in the history of the extreme that
was actually being in Vancouver on July 10, 1996
and I presented the first paper that said that these
viruses are undoubtedly manmade, they are laboratory
creations, some of my international colleagues said,
"So what, Dr. Horowitz?...So what? So they are studying
RNA-polymerase reverse transcriptase fourteen years...
that's just an enzyme, no problem..."
I said, "Well, here's the problem: his co-authors are
sixth on the list of major ARMY biological weapons
contractors for that period of time." This is out of the
Congress Record.

Also highlighted you will see New York University
Medical Center and, in fact, you review Dr. Gallo's
early work you will see that he received reagents and/
or worked with at least a half dozen of the Army's top biological weapons contractors in 1969, 1970, 1971. Moreover, I told them, "When you read the papers and you realize what they did, it's pretty extraordinary." In essence, what they published was taking monkey viruses and a variety of animal diseases and combining them in animals—but remember that you have to go back to 1970 pre-dating Nixon's War on Cancer, and at that time it had never been proven that a virus caused cancers in humans, and it was unknown for sure that they caused them in animals. What they did under the shelter of research contracts, not only from the Department of Defense but also under research contracts for the National Cancer Institute for Humanitarian Methods and Devices, they tried to study whether or not viruses cause cancer in humans. They also wanted to develop vaccines, if they could, and they also wanted to develop diagnostic tests to help screen patients who have cancer viruses or the early subclinical signs of cancer for early detection.

They took monkey viruses that were humanly benign, could barely even hurt monkeys, and they recombined them with virtually every animal cancer virus under the sun. For example, they took feline leukemia virus RNA and human 18g RNA and add that to the mix in experiments with monkey viruses, such as SV 40, such as Wooly Monkey viruses and others as well, and also were in the presence of monkey viruses that gave them the name Simian Fomous Retrovirus, and at this point new RNA virus caused immune suppression, wasting and death and the RNA from the cat, for example, caused a whole laundry list of symptoms virtually identical to the illness that HIV/AIDS patients suffer—and then at this point this virus could not infect humans. It needed another major mutation.

So, in order to get it to jump species, and now you will see why Dr. Robert Gallo's claim in 1983 in Cold Spring Harbour, African Monkey, he wrote that he had infected a man or was bitten by a man, that same five hundred years ago was then carried by Portuguese seamen to Japan—why is that so hoggwash? This is scientifically hoggwash and now you are going to see why. Because to get this to jump species they cultured it, as shown in some studies, in human white blood cells, and in other studies in human fetal cells and culture. This was in order to get it to adapt. This was in order to get it to develop the characteristics, the gp 120-like proteins. This was to allow it to attach to the human cells, be carried across the cell membranes and to the gene of the cell and then do essentially everything that the AIDS virus does in humans.

They not only published that, they published where they presented some of this work. You can see, if you refer to the document, that it was presented in Belgium in 1970 in front of NATO military scientists at a symposium entitled "The Uptakes of Informative Molecules by Living Cells". Then on the evening of July 10th Dr. Robert Gallo gave an open forum presentation in Vancouver at the 11th International Conference on AIDS. That day he had given a radio interview in Vancouver. There was also a documentary film crew present to film a vaccine documentary and they informed me that Dr. Gallo was going to be giving a presentation in that public forum and they asked me all kinds of things like "What is the problem and how do you ask Dr. Gallo a question regarding his research?" So, I said that I would and I stood up in the question-answer session and I said, "Dr. Gallo, are you all at concerned that your early research, taking monkey viruses and recombinating them into something like feline leukemia virus, RNA in chicken leukemia sarcoma viruses, might have given rise to the AIDS or its progenitors which, through contamination of monkeys supplied by your colleagues from Litton Biometrics Research Laboratory to the vaccine manufacturers at Merck, Sharp and Dome, might have caused the contamination of vaccine simultaneously administered to gay men, Willowbrook State School for mentally retarded children on Staten Island along with New York, and to the Blacks in Central Africa? That was in 1974." Well, Dr. Gallo got very angry. He got very, very angry. In essence he said that I should go back and get some 101 level of biological science training (high school level). He then told me that there was any relevance of this work to NATO military scientists and he said that he was there "but at these meetings they just talk about motherhood and fatherhood and sisterhood and brotherhood and grandmotherhood." Well, at the end of that meeting many of the press people came up to me to talk while Dr. Gallo left very hastily. Somebody handed him a flyer on the way out that contained information about the book Emerging Viruses. He happened to see that there was a Foreword by Dr. W. John Martin who is one of the world's leading vaccine contamination analysts who worked as the National Cancer Institute's Virus Director between 1976 and 1980, in charge of testing human vaccine stocks for contamination and who had happened to rent a room in Dr. Gallo's house for some time and was personal friends with Gallo. And there on the back of the flyer he noticed the name of the book by the hero to those Gulf War veterans who are coming down with Chronic Fatigue Gulf War Syndrome, Dr. Garth Nicolson. Dr. Garth Nicolson was Dr. Gallo's counterpart at M. Anderson Research Center and the南海 Shadoo virus in his cancer program and both had worked, at least with people who worked, at Fort Detrick, Maryland. This is America's and the world's leading biological weapons testing center. Next, Gallo called Garth Nicolson and asked "... what the hell are you doing" giving this fellow, who is obviously crazy, a testimonial like this?" No uncertain terms Dr. Nicolson said, "Bob, he is not looking at this book because he worked at Fort Detrick, Maryland in biological weapons and that he raised five specific objections to my thesis. When I went to check out those objections in the weeks ahead I found them to be scientifically bogus. I'll tell you quick once this misinformation is going to spread when and if this information ever comes out.

These viruses which I just showed you, he said, could never have combined as they did not have the "homology" (the likeness, similarities) needed to combine. That is absolute hoggwash. All of Dr. Gallo's mentors said that they could combine them and did in fact, combine them. Dr. Gallo and his own research teams at Biometrics Research combined them. Dr. Gallo's mentor said that there is no enough similarity between the viruses, that I just showed you, and HIV-1, the human AIDS virus. It is bizarre in that it seems to have no family tree at all and seems to be a set of strange X-mutants. If not one all by itself, if you would believe Gallo. He insisted that there was not enough of anything like feline leukemia or chicken sarcoma or these other monkey viruses in HIV-1 so it couldn't have been. Well, unfortunately that is false and misleading because it was said that there is not enough of these things in labs the amount of the mother viruses that remained in the children was oftentimes only 5%, or even less, and that would not eliminate the possibility that this could have occurred.

Here's what he said when I pressed on it: "I will not argue with you. I cannot argue with your general thesis. And I could tell you even more plausibly, how it could have happened—by accident." He emphasized "accident." So last week I sent Dr. Robert Gallo another refuting letter with my objections, and I said that "if you can tell me how it could have happened, more plausibly at the time, please do so because I am very interested in solving the origin of AIDS mystery." So, I await Dr. Gallo's response.

[END QUOTING OF PART 2]

It is quite late, Dharma, so allow us to leave this and hopefully we can pick it up in the morning. I really would like this lecture in the paper on Tuesday. I believe you can now see why I dumped the virus books on your desk and I hope you also realize that you aren't going to have to do the original research work. I also hope that you regular readers are into getting out your lessons on these topics from this past year because you have to know something about which we write or it will fly right past your ears and eyes. I don't give you lessons in such as microbiology without cause. This is the most important information to your existence of any known subject. You are up against the tools to be utilized to create the globe to new world order number one, not to mention you have no known treatment for these diseases. It is "get serious" time in Wonderland, Alice.

Good evening and, Dharma, that vision I presented you—well, give us another week or so and please, and no, I don't mean the vacation of being in jail. No wonder Hank Kissinger listed you first on his "get him/her" out list of dangerous people to his career. We have finally come to everything that we tried to accomplish and it couldn't happen to a better rat-fink. And dear, may the wonderness in your mind never cease as we unfold these great and mysterious things. So be it.
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As I again present this work I want you to know that I am going to call on your common sense. As I presented this work to my colleagues at the International Conference on Aids, to virologists and epidemiologists, I was calling on their common sense as well. For example, I was showing them that one of the thousands of studies that "they" did at the National Cancer Institute with Litton Bionetics Researchers and Dr. Gallo, etc., they are looking for an "alternative approach" for the treatment of cancer. They have looked at mouse leukemia viruses and I suppose that is fine and noble and perhaps is even humanitarian. I have to assume that at least 99% of the researchers involved, and giving Dr. Gallo the benefit of the doubt, there is only one thing that gets Dr. Gallo off the hook and that is that he published it. He left a paper trail. If he had, in his wildest imagination, ever really thought or believed that it would accidentally get out, or intentionally, he wouldn't have made it so easy for someone like myself. However, the motives of his superiors are in full question.

Here is a study where our humanitarian was looking to detect cancer viruses early. Specifically here is a human leukemia virus. So here is what they do. They take mouse sarcoma viruses, they combine it with mouse leukemia viruses so that they can get a hybrid mutation called a mouse leukemia-sarcoma virus which they then inoculate into healthy cats, again, to get it to jump species. Then they use this virus and inoculate it into a cat with feline leukemia and wow, success. They were then able to identify feline leukemia viruses in this leukaemic cat. The next step was to take this virus, culture it, here is human embryonic cells in culture and did the same thing for diagnosis in humans suffering from leukemia.

Did any of you notice that there is a little risk in that? When I shared this information with my colleagues, the virologist, the world, they shook their heads and said, "I can't believe they did this. This is so risky.

Many of you here probably have cats, right? Well, this feline leukemia virus thing is pretty "hot," if you go back into the recent literature there are many of the experts saying that the feline leukemia virus, itself, was a man-made virus. You can then see how easy it would have been to create those viruses using this same type of technology as I just described above. This is outright cruel.

Dr. Gallo said they could not have designed this HIV-1 as a biological weapon "because we did not have the genetics engineering capacity until 1975." This is the same silly argument that Laurie Garrett, the famed researcher who also wrote the book The Coming Plagues. She conveniently misses the entire period between 1965 and 1975 where they were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research and she says, "They couldn't have because all the people who came before me, Strecker and everyone else, are false and lost because they did not have the molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975." This may well be true but Pulitzer Prize for your memory of Ebola Kissiw outbreak and wrote the book The Coming Plagues. She conveniently misses the entire period between 1965 and 1975 where they were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research and she says, "They couldn't have because all the people who came before me, Strecker and everyone else, are false and lost because they did not have the molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975." This may well be true but Pulitzer Prize for your memory of Ebola Kissiw outbreak and wrote the book The Coming Plagues. She conveniently misses the entire period between 1965 and 1975 where they were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research and she says, "They couldn't have because all the people who came before me, Strecker and everyone else, are false and lost because they didn't have the molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975." This may well be true but Pulitzer Prize for your memory of Ebola Kissiw outbreak and wrote the book The Coming Plagues. She conveniently misses the entire period between 1965 and 1975 where they were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research and she says, "They couldn't have because all the people who came before me, Strecker and everyone else, are false and lost because they didn't have the molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975." This may well be true but Pulitzer Prize for your memory of Ebola Kissiw outbreak and wrote the book The Coming Plagues. She conveniently misses the entire period between 1965 and 1975 where they were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research and she says, "They couldn't have because all the people who came before me, Strecker and everyone else, are false and lost because they didn't have the molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975." This may well be true but Pulitzer Prize for your memory of Ebola Kissiw outbreak and wrote the book The Coming Plagues. She conveniently misses the entire period between 1965 and 1975 where they were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research and she says, "They couldn't have because all the people who came before me, Strecker and everyone else, are false and lost because they didn't have the molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975." This may well be true but Pulitzer Prize for your memory of Ebola Kissiw outbreak and wrote the book The Coming Plagues. She conveniently misses the entire period between 1965 and 1975 where they were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research and she says, "They couldn't have because all the people who came before me, Strecker and everyone else, are false and lost because they didn't have the molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975." This may well be true but Pulitzer Prize for your memory of Ebola Kissiw outbreak and wrote the book The Coming Plagues. She conveniently misses the entire period between 1965 and 1975 where they were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research and she says, "They couldn't have because all the people who came before me, Strecker and everyone else, are false and lost because they didn't have the molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975." This may well be true but Pulitzer Prize for your memory of Ebola Kissiw outbreak and wrote the book The Coming Plagues. She conveniently misses the entire period between 1965 and 1975 where they were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research and she says, "They couldn't have because all the people who came before me, Strecker and everyone else, are false and lost because they didn't have the molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975." This may well be true but Pulitzer Prize for your memory of Ebola Kissiw outbreak and wrote the book The Coming Plagues. She conveniently misses the entire period between 1965 and 1975 where they were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research and she says, "They couldn't have because all the people who came before me, Strecker and everyone else, are false and lost because they didn't have the molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975." This may well be true but Pulitzer Prize for your memory of Ebola Kissiw outbreak and wrote the book The Coming Plagues. She conveniently misses the entire period between 1965 and 1975 where they were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research and she says, "They couldn't have because all the people who came before me, Strecker and everyone else, are false and lost because they didn't have the molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975." This may well be true but Pulitzer Prize for your memory of Ebola Kissiw outbreak and wrote the book The Coming Plagues. She conveniently misses the entire period between 1965 and 1975 where they were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research and she says, "They couldn't have because all the people who came before me, Strecker and everyone else, are false and lost because they didn't have the molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975." This may well be true but Pulitzer Prize for your memory of Ebola Kissiw outbreak and wrote the book The Coming Plagues. She conveniently misses the entire period between 1965 and 1975 where they were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research and she says, "They couldn't have because all the people who came before me, Strecker and everyone else, are false and lost because they didn't have the molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975."
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Jay Levy's book which is the definitive text in retrovirology, and says that the only isolate, the earliest isolate that we have of HIV-I is a 1976 strain. Nothing earlier has been found.

The issue is that we have not just had AIDS outbreaks or Ebola outbreaks. In my opinion, we have had everything with which they were working as outbreaks. Their science was so sloppy back then, and still is today, that here we are working in Central Africa and in Bethesda, with herpes-type viruses. You need to know that this thing called Chronic Fatigue is represented here but we will talk about it a bit later. That is most plausibly caused by simian cytomegaloviruses. Epstein-Barr viruses, etc., and then of course Dr. Gallo's new discovery, herpes-B virus. That is exactly WHERE they were working with it at that time. The Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, ALSO AN INFECTIOUS DISEASE, has followed the AIDS epidemic almost identically.

Also what you can see from this literature is that all of them, particularly people of non-Christian people, because you know, you are looked at as if you're crazy, and quite honestly, as a scientist with an IQ of 150 or so, I try not to let people know how crazy I am so I keep pretty quiet about it. However, what happened was that I was at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, and by God's Grace I was there, because I wasn't supposed to be there. I had gotten a phone call that the seminar I was supposed to be attending had been cancelled at the last minute because the hall had been too freshly painted, and no substitute hall could be acquired. I was coming north from Florida and I said to my wife, "Let's stop at the Chapel Hill so I can go to the School of Public Health library," and that's what we did.

I had a couple of Congressional Records which I had not yet found, so I went to the Government Documents office there at the library and asked for help. The gentleman to whom I inquired said he would help and asked me to follow him. I was following this fellow to the section on Congressional Records but was about ten yards behind, as he was moving fast. All of a sudden I heard an extremely strong inner voice. You can call it whatever you want but it was emphatically strong, angels or whatever. I heard this voice say "Stop". It was so strong that I stopped. It said, turn right so I turned right. It said "Walk". So I walked.

Now however, I have a problem because I am supposed to be following this librarian and now I'm going off in another direction. The librarian calls back to me and asks where I think I'm going. I said "Oh, don't mind me! I'm just going over here." He says "No, there's nothing I'm looking for..." I repeated. "Don't mind me, I'm just going over here..." He says again, "No, no, what you want is over here..." Then he starts to be irritated and tells me "That is how you do research! You're not going to find anything. You have to first get your references and then you look them up." But I was being driven. Again I said, (continued on next page)
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Unreliable monkey traders? That is, they got contaminated monkeys and that must be what caused the outbreak. Now think about that a minute, please. You are National Cancer Institute, the monkeys are expensive as the chimps alone cost thousands of dollars EACH and they used hundreds, if not thousands, of these a year, and the other monkeys go for $300 to $300 each. Now, let's say you are in business—are you going to rely, first of all, on Unreliable monkey traders to supply your monkeys? Or, are you going to set up shop with reputable suppliers? By the way, all the discoveries, made at TAX-PAYER expense, after discovered produce that piece of garbage. It was total disinformation meant to scare you and let you know that these viruses are coming—and boy are they coming...! What is the Sloan Foundation? Well, they just happen to be very well connected with the For- mation and the Rockefeller Foundation. They just happen to send out about $200,000 per year to MIT under the umbrella of "Neurosciences". How noble! For "Public Management and Technologies Research", that is, BRAINWASHING. [End Section a bit like the Brookings Institute/US&F connection??]

Do you still wonder why Richard Preston would publish this book? Or do you wonder at what point this book would stop being paid off by the same criminals? [End: Or is there any wonder that Blinder would try to get Dharma jailed?

Who else is Sloan? Well, interestingly enough, on the Board of Directors was Laurance Rockefeller. And what they were also funding was heavily, THE POPULATION CONTROL COUNCIL and POPULATION CONTROL. Laurance Rockefeller was the Director of The Rockefeller Institute, which was the Sloan Kettering Cancer Research Center, which is partially and intimately involved in the development of these types of vaccines. In fact, they supplied Gallo with some of his reagents for his research. Moreover, Laurance Rockefeller put together the New York City Blood Council. This was the council of doctors and public who started the New York City blood bank. This was the International Blood Bankers. Which, if you saw 60 MINUTES a few weeks ago, they had a segment saying that "the government knew that the blood was tainted and allowed the over 10,000 hemophiliacs in the U.S. to get tainted blood", as well as tainted blood clotting factor-8, and that it was the government who knew this...and countless others throughout who received similar materials. And they didn't do anything! See, but the government is an easy scapegoat—it is a nameless thing, being, conglomeration of bureaucratic no-names. There are people, listeners, in the government who make these decisions. In fact these decisions were made by the New York City Blood Council, blood bank, Laurance Rockefeller, et al.

[END QUOTING OF PART 3]

I have to break here as we will just run into Part 4 when we sit again to transcribe.

I hope you readers are stopping along the way to realize and refresh your minds as to what we have offered you prior to this. If you do so and confirm your own beliefs, you are going to be a LONG WAY AHEAD in ability to defend yourselves, at least for a while, with what we have to offer. I cannot warn you strongly enough how serious this information is to your very existence as a species. The Pandora's box is opened and it might as well be the proverbial ARK. Viruses, like any other hybrid thing, will simply multiply, re-mutate, recombine and endlessly become a developing all-embracing fashion you can imagine. Man created this bastard microphone and you will die by it, millions upon millions of you. Once your blueprint in DNA is irreversible altered, you will not survive for the RNA factor will program you for deterioration and malfunction. Reprogramming is NOT simple and, once the original DNA blueprint is completely changed, there is nothing left from which to reprogram. Moreover, by
the time you become fully aware of this little glitch, it is too late to revamp—"time" will have lapsed beyond the point of no return. So doom and gloom? Well, it is all in perception and perspective, isn't it? Satu.

1/19/77 #2 HATTON

[QUOTING, PART 4; TRANSCRIPTION OF A LECTURE, DEC. 1966:]

AND RIGHT AROUND AGAIN—
TO HENRY KISSINGER

This in essence is a summary report on Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola. And, the horrifying reality is that it was HENRY KISSINGER, in 1968, THAT ORDERED THE DEVELOPMENT OF THESE TYPES OF VIRUSES!

The story goes something like the following and I should touch upon the center third of my book which goes over the social-political background:

In 1968 KISSINGER became NSC (National Security Council) advisor under Richard Nixon. He got to go on a visit to Los Alamos and his mission was to find out if there was a secret project to create biological weapons. He used the excuse of this being a national security issue, that he would get a better hand to hand. And, when he went he found that Nelson Rockefeller made Henry Kissinger the Nuclear Weapons Study Group Director of the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR). This is how he became the nuclear weapons guru and that, as you can probably remember, by the end of September several fallout shelters, well, a fallout shelter in every home was America's price for freedom, was directly from Henry Kissinger. [H: Now you are some kind of a kooky cultist if you even think about a security shelter and make the move so if you happen to think there might just be a nuclear problem some day.] So, this became the man behind the deployment of strategic nuclear missiles in Europe and in 1968 he was looking for all nuclear hives that were contained by him that was the Russians were far ahead of us in the biological race, in itself false and misleading.

The U.S., embarrassingly, was and is the world's leading expert in the field of Biological Weapons. The other fellow that Nixon was considering as well as Kissinger for the NSC in Foreign Policy Intelligence, was Roy L. Ash, the PRESIDENT OF LITTON INDUSTRIES. So it is really, as usual, the "good old boy" network. This is just a small group of people, listeners. This is not a makeup of bunches and bunches of people at the top—there are only a tiny handful who run everything.

Kissinger ordered Laird to immediately do a reassessment of America's biological weapons capabilities. The reassessment was under the command of Harold E. KESTER—otherwise known as 

King and how did Henry Kissinger get to that point? And how does this relate to America's Biological Weapons Industry? Well, interestingly enough, I told you that it was Merck, Sharp and Dohme's Hepatitis B vaccine that most plausibly brought AIDS to the world. American Biological Industries also KESTER was none other than George W. Merck, the president of Merck, Sharp & Dohme. This was a fact during most of the "Cold War". He was personally appointed by President Roosevelt to direct America's Biological Weapons Industries. Then, at the end of WW-II there were a lot of very devious things ongoing.

You had Allen Dulles and you have a wonderful airport outside Washington D.C. named after Dulles, who both the sale of Rockefeller and Standard Oil, negotiated partnership agreements with L.G. Farben in pre-Nazi GERMANY. That is the company, by the way, that used all the concentration camp slave-labor for their operations. They are also the company that held the patent on the "gas" that was allegedly used in the gas chambers—also partners with the John D. Rockefeller and all the Rockefeller folks. They were doing some extremely devious things back then as they were during the COLD WAR. They were going behind President Roosevelt's, and Truman's, backs and had a Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) within the Central Intelligence Agency (H[II]H, got a lot of like today,) about which very few people knew.

What happened was that there has been an idea to get all their colleagues out of Nazi Germany. And they did it. All of the Nazis that you thought JUST DISAPPEARED or died—guess what? They didn't die. They all came under what was called [H: Hold your breath, readers.] PROJECT PAPERCLIP.

In fact, HENRY KISSINGER, in 1948, was the Chief Nazi Hunter for America's Intelligence. They supplied the Central Intelligence Agency as a cover organization for what was called the GALEN ORGANIZATION. That was the German Intelligence Pre-Hitler, superseding the Nazi S.S. This was funded by Europe's and Germany's biggest industrialists. And they desired to get them out of the gas chambers, out, along with all the money, to the fall of Hitler.

[H: Do you suppose all this makes Leonard Horowitz (a good Jewish name) anti-Semitism? Sorry, the sham charade begins to fall apart, does it now?]

Among the people who were brought over there were 2,000 Nazis who escaped through the "rat line." They went from underground trains from Germany to Russia. And one-half of the Nazi warships of personnel and the Chase Manhattan BANK, which was in Paris, France and stayed open during the entire Nazi occupation of France, laundered the other half—including the millions of dollars which remained the people had been moved out. This was done through the same train setup. In addition, the Vatican supplied many of the false identifications that were needed to get the Nazis out and which ones they did not supply, Allen Dulles supplied and they formed the Central Intelligence Agency in order to get them out, to act as a cover.

Some of the people included the horrifying names of Joseph Mengele (the Angel of Death), the "Butcher of Auschwitz" and his associate, Hitler's top biological weapon's consultant/developer—the world's LEADING virologist. They brought him over and he immediately went to work for the Naval Biological Research Laboratories in association with the Navy in a research way, from where Dr. Peter Deusberg hails. Many of you in the audience may well remember the name, Dr. Peter Deusberg. He is making the headlines right now. He IS THE ONE WHO SAYS HIV DOES NOT CAUSE AIDS. "I'll inject myself with it," he says. You know, I found records of discussions between him and Dr. Robert Gallo and, in fact, I publish his CONTRACT, his special virus program contract, in EMERGING VIRUSES but what I found when Gallo asks, "Hey Peter, do you think if we combine chicken leukemia, and this is the chicken leukemia sarcoma expert, "with this type-C virus can we get this to cause cancer in humans?" Deusberg says: "That is absolutely right!" Now he is all of a sudden saying that he has a "change of heart" and that those "things don't cause cancer." I do agree with him, however, that 80% of what he puts out is TRUE. It is the 20% that he is not telling us that I believe to be more important that you know. The reason is that is what is important for many of the people suffering from HIV/AIDS, that AZT, DDI, 3TC, the protease inhibitors, all of the drugs, all the bad lifestyle—"they are probably killing faster than the virus itself." Right? Right? Right? If the HIV virus is pretty lazy and if that was ALL that is introduced, it would never KILL anyone—just compromise the immune system a bit. However, what happens is that opportunistic bugs can move in and they can turn the loss of capability of mutation and you have a finite kind of a battle of this and that from one direction or another. Worse, there is no real negotiation in the matter. If one virus doesn't get them, another will.

But guess what? There actually would be a Population Control Agenda, hey, knock off some people in the process when, after all, the drug treatment program only costs you incapacitated people some $300,000 per head. Well, they "can make an awful lot of money as they go out." And, they will certainly "go out."

So, the Nazis came over here to the U.S. And, I would like to point out some books recently published. One is The Nazi Connection, The Human Genome Project. To those of you who haven't heard the term eugenics, you should read it carefully. It is from Oxford University Press, and the author is German. The horrifying reality is that Hitler's racial hygiene agenda was OUR CREATING HERE IN THE UNITED STATES. And, in addition, IT WAS FUNDED THROUGH THE ROCKEFELLER UNIVERSITY AND ROCKEFELLER RESEARCHERS WERE THE FIRST IN HUMAN GENOMES, HUMAN GENES, IN THE LATE 20s AND EARLY 30s.

You from the South will remember the days when it was unlawful to intermix races. This was simply a part of the Nazi race-mixing program. This showed, as you would suspect, that Blacks are genetically inferior to Whites. So in 1932 when Hitler started his rise, he is out of jail, he publishes his famous book. "And, he says, he turns and shows the world that "I'm not such a bad man. I'm just following THE LEAD OF THE AMERICANS! Look at what they are doing here." Worse, he was correct. But Hitler said, "We will refine it and say that these Jews are also inferior." Of course, the concentration on the Black people and the Jewish people as simply called Jews who were NOT THE SAME AS THOSE WHO WERE PERPETRATING THE OFFENSES, THE "NEW" JEWS. Confused? How else could you be than confused? Right! On it—let's go for it... And therefore now the Jews become the scapegoats of the persecution of the gay, the Blacks and the Gypsies and of course, the Christians. In 1938, almost to the beginning of the war, you had all the brilliant Jewish researchers being purged from the European Universities and where did they go? THEY CAME HERE TO AMERICA! Some went to work for the Manhattan Project. Some of them came right here to the U.S. Army. The work, then, is continuing here as we have over there. In the concentration camps they continued to refine the genetic predispositions for all sorts of things from eye color to diseases. After the war they continued to research over here in the United States. At Cold Springs Harbor, ladies and gentlemen, they have just completed THE HUMAN GENOME PROJECT. All of it, for nearly a century, led up to this just completed HUMAN GENOME PROJECT, wherein researchers announce being able to map out the entire human genome, all of the DNA sequences, all of the amino sequence in the genes and they now know the SPECIFIC GENES SEQUENCES ASSOCIATED WITH EVERY PREDISPOSITION OF DISEASE IN VIRTUALLY EVERY RACE. THEY HAVE MAPPED IT ALL OUT NEATLY AS PRESENTED.

[H: Still think you don't have CLONES and DUPLICATES in high places?...

In the meantime, it was a sad day for the Pope, for the first time in history, came out and said "IT'S NOT CREATIONISM, IT'S NOT GOD—it's GENES! IT'S EVOLUTION OF THE SPECIES, IT IS SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST.

Did any of you think that was a little bit odd? But now, you can see the connection. The fact is that now they have designer viruses. They DO have the
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capacity, now, to create a virus which literally 
COULD SEEK OUT AND FIND the specific gene sequence 
that causes, for instance, Jewish women to develop breast 
cancer and you read that at least two months ago in 
Associated Press a couple of weeks ago you 
read that in Blacks they had found the gene 
sequence that causes Blacks to be more susceptible to 
Ebola virus infections. And then, you have the gene 
sequence associated with Blacks’ Sickle Cell Anemia. 
And, in addition, you have the gene sequence associ-
ated with Jewish men of European extraction–breast 
sarcomas. And then, you know what causes problems 
with American Indians and you know what causes prob-
lems in Japanese and in Chinese and so on. I 
really don’t need to tell you any more, do I?

A year ago in July in the Council on Foreign 
Relations Magazine what I saw was a full-page spread 
paid for by the Population Council in New Jersey, 
another Rockefeller-funded agency, and what does it 
say? “Immediate attention to Council members, to 
recognize the URGENT need to REDUCE the United 
States’ population by 55 PERCENT! Down to 1947 
levels. That is not Third World countries, people, that is 
THE UNITED STATES is FEELING the population 
pressure. You could say, “But why? There is no population 
problem here.” I don’t have an answer. Why don’t you 
ask the Rockefeller fellows? Why don’t you ask Mr. Kissinger?

But now, let me ask you this. Let’s say you had all 
the money and you had all the power in the world and you 
were a pure U.S. military to accomplish that feat, 
what goal in life. How would you accomplish that today?

Well, you might use bullets. You might be able to 
drum up enough racial tension and hate between Blacks 
and Whites so that the poor unbelievably ignorant Black 
people in the urban ghettos, who have been brainwashed 
by the media, believe that Whites is out to “get-em” and 
they start rioting and guess who gets called in but 
the military people who HAVE NOW BEEN 
ASKED, “WOULD YOU USE WEAPONS 
AGAINST YOUR OWN COUNTRYMEN IF 
YOU HAD TO?” So, yes, you might be able to go in 
and kill off a million or two Black people in urban America, 
couldn’t you? BUT, that is NOT 55 PERCENT of 
the United States’ population, is it? You need to kill off 
a lot more, don’t you? Well, what else are you going to 
do? How about gas? Nah! Remember, there is still a 
stigma against gas from the last war! So, how would 
you do it?

End Quoting of Transcription and Our Part 4]

And so, how do you like these apples? Disturbing?
What DO YOU think about this material, readers? It 
IS YOUR life, you know! You as a species are on the brink 
of being exterminated. This goes beyond any type of 
genocide ever brought to your shores prior to now in all 
of history. You have had BAD things come along, 
but this potential is the annihilation of a species 
of Earth humans.

So, Mr. Kissinger doesn’t like me and he doesn’t 
like Dharma? Well, people, I don’t like Mr. Kissinger 
either. And then, which Mr. Kissinger would I choose 

to dislike? There are so many hand-me-downs by this 
time that it is hard to find the REAL Mr. Kissinger 
to stand up, please. This in itself should scare the living 
daylight out of you because SOMEONE is even higher 
and beyond the duplicates—isn’t there? Ah, and you 
had best begin to consider just who and what that might 
be! Aliens out of space? NOT DISCLOSING 
SPACE ALIENS WITH SUCH ASSUMPTIONS! YOUR 
PLICHT IS STEMMING RIGHT FROM YOUR 
EARTH—NOT THE COSMOS!

So what do you have to have to beat the odds in 
this game? Well, you have to have GOD because “we” are 
the only ones who can offer what you need. You have to 
have, first of all, something in a form absolutely 
viable of such frequencies as to knock out the attaching 

cell molecule in a virus (the neck that holds the cap to the 
crystalline body). Since the early viruses utilized zinc 
for that molecule, then you know you have to have 
something up the scale in frequency from zinc or, at the 
least, zinc. Then you have to have something that 
knocks out the carrier if it be viable parasite or 

cellular microbes. Now you have to reach beyond 
anything you have on Earth so there has to be a “new” 
element. We can offer that in OxySol, ladies and 
gentlemen. This is a production of the finest liquid 
diamond chips for programming of anything known to 
mankind except the Oryx which houses our original life 
DNA cellular structure of LIFE with ability to 
absolutely blueprint original RNA without the scissors. 
Fountain of youth? God forbid the silliness of mankind’s 
focus. We speak here of survival of a SPECIES. YOU 
HUMANS are the endangered species of the Universe.

What are we supposed to do, colonize a few of you in 
our survival zoo? Are we supposed to argue with you 
over your own demises? No thank you, we prefer to stay 
out of your business and isolate you from contaminating 
your part of the Cosmos. Goodness, we can’t even get 
more subscriptions to the paper than around 1,300 
to. So, 144,000 survivors looks pretty good, doesn’t it?

And for you who look at titanium “stuff” and 

wonder where can you get from there? Well, iridium for 
one, and then move right up on the spectrum of octaves. 
Can you do this? No, but WE CAN. And I think it is 
about time you really started taking better care of my 
hands because so far, you have only been able to 
produce these THINGS for you.

You people have just witnessed a complete kill-off 

of Zita’s cancer-causing bugs when EVERYTHING 
else known to man to use was exhausted. This ain’t just 
“second-guessing”, good friends! This is deliberate, 
PROOF! Zita was dying, terminal, kaput, zapped out 
and then some. Moreover, the treatment didn’t even 
spill one particle into any organ-clearing mechanism. 
In fact, ten times the amount used could have been 
used safely and still not spill over. You could use a 
hundred times the amount and the body would only use 
what it needs to attend itself. Then, you have 
available a whole new generation of DNA-structure 

from RNA rejuvenation through the carbon of the life, 
OxySol in Dria integration. But this will only come 

in sequence slow enough to satisfy the physicians already 
“blown out” over what has happened here. And you 
think you are NOT special? Come now, little boy. But 

isn’t it time we give Dharma a break already? I 

find it that even Einstein gets some respect while Dharma 
just gets to go back and back and back again to court to 
try and save her own life and property from the thugs 
and criminals. Is there not something wrong with this 
picture? So be it for we never know what masterpieces 
God will paint with HIS brushes.

Dharma, in honor of a good day’s work, go forth 

and eat junk food. We have done a good day’s work this 

day! May we walk ever with GOD that our days each be 

so filled with good tidings and new frontiers. The 

negative things that confront you only allow you to 

more clearly recognize the WONDERFUL GIFTS GOD 
OFFERS!

May you think hard upon these things and again, 

may the life you save be your own, for it can be no other 
way, Salu.

B.C. by Johnny Hart